
Ric and Chris (and Eric) at the End of the World 

By Chris Fritton, Ric Royer, and Eric Gelsinger 

 

 

Hello. Thanks… 

The following talk and demonstration is titled How to be that Better Person, with the alternate title 

“Instructions for behavior at the end of the known world featuring Ric and Chris”. This is not a 

lecture, at least there is nothing inherently educational in this talk and demonstration, but we will 

cover hundreds of thousands of possible postures, actions, attitudes, coping mechanisms and songs 

to deal with whatever may wait in a room this size, in a time such as this.  

The supplemental literature that accompanies this talk and demonstration is provided for you here 

for free (the pile of sci-fi), you can grab this literature after the presentation, and take it home to further 

explore some of the ideas we present today. 

 

Included in this talk and demonstration are: 

Notes on how to build that stronger bridge 

Notes on the dissipation of all those memorable highlights 

Notes on the construction of The Cadmus IV, a small computer 

Notes on how to survive breathtaking moments like sexual experience and catastrophes 

Notes on warfare; a how-to 

Notes on the protection of Scorpios 

Notes on handling your loose mouth 

Notes on performing tons of hugging 

Notes for the audience; an escape route  

Notes on how to avoid contact with people who, in case you haven’t noticed, have ruined 

everything 

Notes on the new rules for sorrow and amusement 

And a note about your subscription to Occasional Wisdom Monthly 

 

We’re glad to be here in… [improvisation about the city] 

 



Read from the newspaper (go right into the piece):  

 

Chris has entered during this wearing fangs.  

Ric begins tape. Pause, take your time.  

 

R: This is our haunted house... Otherwise known as this body (he raises arms slowly and incompletely). 

Otherwise known as that gaping hole, a.k.a. N.A. 

This is what N.A. looked like in 1965, before the global fertility evolution, back when the growth 

was good, the growth was all over the place, the hum was low but constant, and the Black Swan 

could be seen, writing ripples in the lake. 

 

Since that time, the known world has seen a dramatic loss of song and a severe cutback in the tons 

of hugging. Experts suggest that we are entering the Lousy Period. 

Evidence: It took me three hours to prepare myself to be seen tonight; two hours to remove the 

bandages from my tender skin, 40 minutes to practice my sincerest apologies, and the rest of the 

time was spent telling Chris, slowly and deliberately, that although Earth may be the only factory 

where love is made, it is also a heavy heavy ball. 

 

(Chris stops with the teeth. Writing on newspaper) 

 

Far from where you are, you know, where the trouble lies, there is a man or maybe a woman (it is 

hard to tell these days) who is swinging her or his extraordinarily long arms in a way that uncannily 

replicates recent weather events. She or he maintains a “Ready yourself” glare directed right at you. I 

repeat, “right at you” [simultaneous]. I repeat, “ready yourself” [simultaneous]. 5,821,016,750 [this 

number has been written on the wall]. That’s one big number, not several smaller ones separated by 

commas. One big number. 

1997 something went terribly wrong.  The alphabet woman returned. The Cadmus IV, the world’s 

most powerful tool of prediction, suffered a major malfunction setting The Future industry back 

decades. Humanity was faced with not knowing the consequences of its own actions and the general 

capacity for morbidity increased to such an extent that no perversion or amount of it could satiate 

even the average sexual appetite. This fact is clearly exhibited in the following piece of evidence: a 

popular contemporary greeting card that has a dead beetle glued to the cover and surrounding the 

corpse is the phrase: “My love for you shall never die.” Tsk, tsk, tsk. Diiisgusting! 

 

Play second tape.  



Listen to sounds. Atmospheric, take time. Some mumbly stuff, maybe voices on tape too.  

By the end of this piece we hope to bring song back into your life, we hope to rediscover the miracle 

of the sweetest embrace. When we were younger, when I was dating Lisa, when Billy was still alive, 

when you were still living in the house on Linwood, when I carried you all the home, when Mercury, 

when Mars, when all of the stars.  

Although we can make no guarantees, this may not be the end of the world, it may only be the rest 

of it. Maybe there is still a chance that the way things used to be could be the way things could be. 

And now, some notable recent explosions, Chris:  

 

Chris pulls newspaper clippings from his pocket and reads the following, I let newspaper fall from my mouth:  

- The Brummage Toxicity Center. 

- at 3:15 in Perry Hall. 

- Mass transit bombing, London 

- Subway bombing, Russia 

- Two taxis carrying heavy explosives explode near a civic center in Lebanon. 

- The Fayetteville Annual County Blast. 

- Train bombings, India 

- Bombings in the subway, China 

- Huge explosion near an above ground train in Scotland 

- Car bombs, truck bombs, bombs on planes.  
 

These explosions, all taking place since January 1996, make me think: No, no no, this is not a safe 

place for babies, they cannot survive explosions. But…  

C: But… 

R: But… these explosions are no longer harmful. Not to babies, not to you, the audience, nor me, 

the sullen reporter. They have already happened. They are almanacical. Yet, this does not mean we 

shouldn’t feel them. The higher the number of catastrophes, cars, murders, diseases etc means the 

higher the numbers.  

C: the numbers. 

R: The numbers. For your next behavior: Develop an emotional relationship to numbers. When you 

hear or read some incredible statistic, don’t just whistle (whistle), cry. Scream. Pass out. A simple 

training method that you can try at home to develop this emotional relationship to numbers: Change 

the names of your pets or children to numbers. Let some time pass in order to become accustomed 

to this new and excited change, and then let your numbered ones go. Chances are you will miss your 

beloved numbers.    

And the word on the street is... “This is chaos, white boy. You ready to see Jesus?” [whack with 

newspaper for effect] 

 



Chris does something noisey. Another tape, I overlap with the following: 

 

This is our outer space. Otherwise known as sex and death, aka fertility and mortality. I am here on 

earth, a terrestronaut setting the orbiting parameters for my own Personal Space Program (spin). I 

am here, right now. Future do you read, future, come in, come in, we have lost you. The sun is rising 

and setting so quickly it looks like a bouncing ball, shadows are whirring in a smooth and swift 

motion, objects to ash, ash to objects. Disease, scarcity, violence, war and children too cute for 

words. Tell me again about how to avoid those catastrophes waiting, waiting, inside of my head, the 

people, the people. I am hopeful, I am hopeless, I am sad, I’m having lots of fun…  

 

Bad duet  

That popular duet was a Demonstration of Evidence titled “The Song is Gone; long gone song”. 

Before the suspicious people took away everything that we liked, we traveled in groups. For your 

next behavior: remember the circus. (Chris sits on my lap) 

When Chris and I were growing up together, we huddled close for warmth. We were taught nothing, 

but understood that the path of the Sacred Holy Wanderers was the blissful path the path to follow. 

We worshipped the land, we revered the Holy Areas, animals? Ah, loved em. We found nothing but 

spiritual amusement in watching the builders of our consciousness: contortionists, odd-men, and 

hobo philosophers. Now, a moment of silence for things that barely happened.  

 

Occasional wisdom has it that good people have good times. This is not frequently the case. With 

every good deed there is a penumbra of uncertainty. According to Durbin’s Law, every positive 

action creates at least one unwanted negative consequence. And this theory can clearly be seen in the 

following morality tale. (sit close) 

It has many titles and many variations. Generally it is called “Love Death” and it is about a man or 

woman (it is hard to tell these days) who had a heart of gold but was also cursed by a traveling witch 

or gypsy or neighbor or former lover. His or her curse was most wicked: if he or she fell in love with 

someone, and expressed that love to that person, the loved one would fall instantly dead.  The curse 

worked in the opposite as well, if the cursed one talked ill of anyone, good luck would befall that 

hated person, they will be rich and happy and maybe even find a golden goose. 

So it happened one day that the cursed one fell madly in love with someone in town. Realizing the 

consequences of the curse from her of his gruesome history of expressing affection, the cursed one 

knew the love needed to be kept secret. The love was so genuine that the cursed one sincerely 

wished to see the loved one as happy as could be, so at every chance, the cursed one would be mean 

and nasty to the loved one. And with every insult and abuse, the loved one grew richer, happier and 

luckier. 



This relationship continued for many many years until one day, when they were both very old, the 

loved one fell ill and laid in bed near death. Realizing his or her opportunity, the cursed one went to 

visit the loved one to finally express a life-long love. The cursed one, sitting beside the loved one, 

hand in hand, whispered, “dearest loved one, before you slip away into the eternal darkness that will 

soon be upon you, know that I have loved you. I loved you since I first laid eyes upon you, and I 

will love you forever more.” Then like the weight from the cursed ones heart, the loved ones eyelids 

lifted, and with his or her last breath the loved one, to the cursed one said… um, the loved one 

said… ah, “I love you too!”, and the curse was lifted, the loved one didn’t die and they were married 

in the Kings court. That’s it.  

 

C: That’s not how the story ends, Ric. Tell them the real ending. 

R: That is how it ends. That’s how it ends. 

C: No it isn’t, you wrote the story, you know how it really ends. Tell them. 

R: No. No, I can’t, it’s too awful.  

L: Tell them Ric. Tell them the truth about the curse. 

R: Im not going to. I can’t… 

L: Dear Ric. I am disappointed in you. You know how the story ends, it was tragic and rude. But 

because you were afraid of the response from your audience, you decided to tell a lie. I'm proud of 

you. Love, Lisa.  

  

Uh, well Derek, thanks for the letter. I really don’t know what, uh, terrible incident you are referring 

to from our past. It’s not our past that I’m worried about really.  My head is pounding. 

Lets move on. This one is from, oh, it’s from our own Chris Fritton. She or He says: It is a joy just 

to be here today. Everyday I live this miraculous drama called human existence to the fullest.  I want 

to share my jubilation with you, I want to carry your faces on my head, like a servant and a god.  

Together we will develop new rules for sorrow and amusement.  To do this, I need to measure your 

faces with a special instrument. It will not hurt, it will actually feel good. You are all valid for my 

measurements unless you are a child and in that case you are TOO CUTE FOR WORDS! Measure 

the heads. 

 

For your next behavior: Create some rituals to observe and celebrate nonproduction. There are 

several rituals surrounding the announcement, process and production of production, of 

fruitfulness, fecundity and fertility, and there are of course rituals surrounding loss too, but what 

about conscientious nothingness. Living a life of positive and purposeful stationaryhood.  There is 

bounty where there is few. (paint face of strongest.) 

 



Make helmets and stuff with newspaper for the audience. (Please put this on just in case} 

Overlap with beginning of featurette: Test of Strength.  

We will now interrupt this talk and demonstration to present to you the following featurette entitled 

A Test of Strength. In this featurette, my fellow explorer and trainee Lisa (Chris says Hi) will 

challenge the toughest, strongest audience member to a test of strength. Lisa will be wearing the 

proper protective equipment and is fully prepared for battle. I will now seek out the strongest 

audience member. (seek by feeling their backs. Bring someone on stage, put a paper helmet on their head, whisper 

the point of the “rules” of the test of strength (hugging) and… ) On your mark, get set, GO! (mean)   

(Chris fails to hug. He falls. I say “let me at him”, I fail to hug, tell the audience member to sit down) 

 

These are two of the most immediate threats facing humanity: overwhelmingness and 

underwhelmingness. Chris, can you please give us your position on these two threats? (Chris lies down, 

maybe covers himself with paper, I eat beans)  

In the time it takes us to understand a problem and begin the process of problem-solving, the 

problem will have changed, and we will have to understand the new problem and begin new 

problem-solving. We cannot guarantee that this is not an endless cycle. Beans? 

 

(read from paper) 

 

Final tape                

(sing tiptoe) 

 

. . .  

 

As the performers readied for their show, we in the audience were all sweating in our folding 

chairs, fanning ourselves with old sci-fi magazines or with playbills. The playbills did not bode well: 

each was just a quarter sheet of xerox paper, and you needed three or four to stir the air --but there 

was a tall stack so we all helped ourselves, even me. At last, someone tried to turn on a box fan, but 

one of the performers, Chris, stormed from the stage and shut it off without saying a word. I felt 

like I was back in high-school face to face with an angry teacher. When Chris then went back, 

heaved open the delivery door, and propped it with a box of books, I told myself to feel better, but 

the violence he used to throw it open and kick the books only made me feel punished.  

It was my first time off campus, and I was already uncomfortable. I didn’t really know where 
I was, I didn’t have any friends, and everybody else gave off a cool I didn’t have. The girls were so 
stylish and so insanely sexy they made me doubt who I was. One had the most beautiful back 



covered with all black tattoos, and she wore shiny vinyl boots that went all the way up to her thigh 
and I almost thought I had to leave.  Another girl, whom I recognized from the art building, was 
dressed like a Victorian doll with black lipstick and her face powdered pale and made me want to 
change everything about myself. Maybe if they found out it was my birthday they might give me a 
chance, I thought, but I wasn’t even prepared for a chance. The only girl I’d ever kissed (barely) was 
just a cute normal girl from my high school in the suburbs. And now! There was even a girl who had 
nipple piercings that showed behind a t-shirt she’d cut so the bottoms of her breasts showed! I tried 
so hard not to look at her I thought I was going to pass out. Others girls had more of a hippy style, 
and some had the thing with chunky glasses and old-fashioned shoes, but everyone had a look. And 
the guys of course were ultra cool: with dreads, or fish-net stockings, or tight corduroy, or face 
piercings . . . and there I was in the same clothes I’d worn since the eighth grade. 

Everyone drank out of brown paper bags, and chatted, and moved around like they owned 
the place. Meanwhile I stayed in my seat waiting. I’d got there too early and sat in the back, and as 
people came in, I kept hoping someone would sit in my row, but nobody did. I tried to keep from 
checking my watch as the performance time came and went, and I worked to look like it was normal 
for me to hang out in a room full of people who obviously did drugs. It was my birthday, I kept 
telling myself, and I had nothing to feel insecure about: I had my 4.0, my Latin, my scholarship, and 
most of all I had my poems. After all, the hours these people spent on being cool, I spent on 
prosody.  

And during the lead up to the show, it was easy to tell myself their cool was just a short cut. 
There was no real set, no real props, and the performers were letting themselves be seen before the 
show. They weren’t starting on time, the room was sweltering, the playbills were bad photocopies, 
and it seemed like everybody was too lazy to try. I, the one person who didn’t have a tattoo, was 
probably the one real artist in the room. 

But when the performance began without warning, everything changed.  

Ric and Chris made intense eye-contact with everyone in the audience, even me. I started to 
feel uncomfortable, and then threatened. Then they started to pronounce their words with a 
confidence that gave me goosebumps. It was like a séance, but without any of the signs of a séance. 
In fact, there were no signs anywhere of what was happening –it was all just coming out of nowhere. 
I had just discovered David Lynch, and it reminded me of that. And then the performance would 
turn from menacing to funny, and then into sinister hilarity, and I would laugh in spite of knowing it 
could turn another way at any time.    

It was so, so much better than the poetry readings I had been to (and they weren’t even 
reading from paper!) It was so new and so good. I knew I had to introduce myself afterwards. 

But as I sat there, taking in the show, a thought overcame me. It had happened to me 
before: a thought gets in there, and takes total control. I wasn’t going to introduce myself after the 
show. I was going to introduce myself during the show. There was no denying it: I was going to stand 
up and shout something. Something crazy. It would be avant-garde, it would add to the show, and 
Ric and Chris would know I was an artist. The girls would know, too. Everybody would. I just had 
to think what to shout out. Something unexpected. Rutabaga. Periwinkle. Captain Underpants.  

I pictured the masked hero in briefs: hands on hips, cape billowing, and I knew: that was it. 
It would be absolutely hilarious. The way I would do it, leaping to my feet and yelling CAPTAIN 
UNDERPANTS and then sitting back down like nothing happened –everyone would love it, 



everyone would laugh. The more I convinced myself, the harder my heart pounded, and the swelter 
in the room became an alibis for my sweat.   

Over the rushing blood in my eardrums, I listened for an opening. The more I rehearsed in 
my head what would happen, the more nervous I grew Ric and Chris would end before I got my 
chance. The right moment was always escaping. Harder and harder went my heart, as I stared at the 
5,821,016,750 tacked to the wall like the letters of a HAPPY BIRTHDAY sign and waited for my 
chance. 

And it is my birthday again tonight. I turn 40. I had turned 20 that night. The number now is 
about 7,400,000,000. As everybody does, I wonder if it was really like I remember: how do I know I 
felt something then I can’t feel now? I remember gripping the metal seat of my chair, heart 
hammering like the night I was born, eyes lit like the windows in the hospital, the windows of the 
dorms as I drove by, trying not to get another ticket –it took forever to escape the campus maze into 
the city –my heart was going even then –moist palms on the steering wheel, driving toward where 
students like me got robbed, to a bookshop that had been raided by police –going where I didn’t 
belong. I stopped to eat my birthday dinner at Subway across from campus, checked my mouth for 
sauce, turned off the dome light, rolled my windows down so all could hear my rap tape, and drove. 
Past the orange yellow Burger King that marked the city limit –city lights flaring by –readied my tape 
so the hardest song would play when I pulled in the bookstore parking lot –and one day my number 
would turn over –the hospital window no longer lit, soon.  

And I leapt from my seat and cried “I AM TOO CUTE FOR WORDS!” –words trembling 
with emotion –sat straight back down and don’t remember any more until after the show when I 
met Ric and Chris. We went out en masse to a part of the city I never knew existed, to a bar I 
remember as impossibly dark and impossibly wild, and I talked with Ric and Chris and I drank so 
many sodas I was buzzing like the lights and the otherworldly glow reflected blood red off the 
bottles; the neon hummed like a fly when I closed the bathroom door behind me –every jukebox 
song seemed perfectly appointed and in synch with every movement, every shadow seemed in synch 
with every light: bartenders in their groove, pouring drinks, scooping ice, uncapping beers –their 
passes up and down the bar getting quicker and smoother as more people piled in, and all in perfect 
rhythm with our reconfigurations –no sooner would one conversation end then someone new 
appeared and something else began. After the first bar, my backseat filled with people I didn’t know 
–and we went to another  –night only growing wilder –Ric on my car roof dancing weedy parking 
lot some girls kissing people smoking Chris shouting–dancing, laughing –one kid stole a case of beer 
and we ended at the waterfront: rocks, rusty auto parts, seaweed –to watch the sun rise over grain 
elevators –and we watched and a girl I’d barely talked to stole a kiss –a quick peck on my neck –
giving me goosebumps and then slipped her hand in my pocket –and the lake grew bright, glared 
blinding in the sun, and it was goodnights and I drove back alone –arm tapping my car door, music 
playing, I had never been more awake. City lights off, Burger King’s yellow orange no longer 
glowing in the morning, Subway dark – but a few dorm lights were on and I would go to all of them 
through tears that burned. And Ric and Chris were right –it really was the end of the known world.  

Tonight another world ends. 

 

(puts down script) 

 



(down from tiptoe) 

              

 

 


